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A real buzz from the word Go!

Alison Parsons, University of South Wales

Dave Birss – ‘What the F**K is creativity?’

As members, speakers and suppliers
swarmed across the UK there was a real
sense of excitement and anticipation. The
ACPME team had worked tirelessly for
months to ensure there would be this buzz
– carefully picking a top-drawer line up of
speakers, a fantastic venue and praying for
the sun to have his hat on.

Stuart Parton, Wakefield College

Brandishing an electric guitar, a blues
slide and harmonica, Dave Birss kicked off
with a memorable keynote that attempted
to demystify the ubiquitous and often
misplaced word ‘creativity’.

Emily Stanbury, X Plus/Falmouth University
Nicola Styles, University of Worcester
Cate Sutton, Heriot-Watt University
Jacqueline Turner, Glasgow
Caledonian University

Delegate bags were stuffed with goodies –
we were off to a flying start.
‘Fit for the future’ – with new delegates
Each year we hope to attract new
delegates. Fresh blood strengthens
the network and is great for our sponsors.
From the newcomers’ feedback they felt
genuinely and instantly welcome. This
year saw a bumper turn out with the
following first timers:

Day One – Monday 4 June
Welcome and tribute to Steve Marlow
As folk took their seats, Monday morning
started with a tribute to our dear friend and
colleague Steve Marlow.

Richard Ashdown, Cardiff
Metropolitan University

 Steve Marlow,
formerly of the
University of
East London and
ACPME Executive
Member

Lucy Bowmer, University of Exeter
Andy Coles, University of Exeter
Samantha Holt, Wakefield College
Steve Longdale, Lancaster University
Allan MacDougall, Robert Gordon University
Rona McNicol, University of Stirling

Is it an adjective? OMG she’s so ‘creative’!

Our international guests

Dave debunked the idea that it’s an innate
gift that some people have and others don’t.
Running around with oversized Post-Its,
he had us thinking about how creativity is
a process and how it takes hard work – far
from the misconceived realm of tormented
geniuses effortlessly picking masterpieces
from the air.

The lucky task of following Dave’s
performance fell to our overseas visitors.

He looked at how amazing humans (that’s
all of us) have made all-sorts from the
beginning of time – even the dog – and
he shot holes in ineffective practices like
‘brainstorms’ that stifle rather than enable
ideas and how ‘disruption’ is a concept we
should forget about.

David Aitken, Forth Valley College

 Pictures from
the Newcomers’
and Special
Guests’ Reception

Creativity. Is it a noun? The ad industry call
ads ‘the creative’. Folk that make ads –
they’re ‘Creatives’.

We shared fond memories as we reflected
on being ‘Marlowed’. Then, as Steve would
have wanted, it was on with the show. Our
Chair, Simon Hampton-Matthews opened
the conference formally and introduced the
first of our terrific speakers.

We looked at ways to tackle problems in
different ways and how to get our minds
into the right place to come up with ideas by
feeding them properly – most ideas involve
recombining existing ideas and improving
upon them (we’re not plagiarists). Dave left
us feeling more able to develop productive
creative habits and ready to tackle the world
– one step at a time.

Whizzing through his career in advertising,
music and writing, Dave used his musical
instruments to demonstrate how structure
can be enabling: first generated, repeated,
developed iteratively, embellished and
crafted just like ideas.

First up, was returning Association of
College and University Printers (ACUP+)
Treasurer, Bob Donahue. Bob skimmed
through his last 12 years as Director of
Purchasing, Mail and Printing Solutions
at Franklin University in Columbus, Ohio –
offering a wealth of tips to ensure
university in-house print facilities are
‘Fit for the Future’.
Next up was John Myles, VP of the Network
of In-house Print Professionals Australia
(NIPPA) and Imaging Device Project Manager
at Sydney TAFE University. John discussed
sustainability and the importance of
expertise in data security, as well as the
importance of having clear business cases
that demonstrate the many benefits and
value in-house provide.

 Keynote speaker,
Dave Birss
 Bob Donahue,
Association of
College and University
Printers (ACUP+)
Treasurer
 John Myles,
VP of the Network
of In-house Print
Professionals
Australia (NIPPA)
and Imaging Device
Project Manager
at Sydney TAFE
University
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I had a great time and I am so
pleased that I attended. I would
definitely come along again.
The speakers were very
engaging, especially Andy Cope.
He was brilliant and the book
I purchased on the last day is
so funny.
Each day was packed which was
great, and kept us busy. There
was lots to take in, and it being

my first ever conference,
I thought it was great.

engaging way to get people
to talk.

The boat trip was fun. Everyone
really enjoyed themselves and
the dressing up was different!

I felt there was a good balance
of breaks, and conference
material. The venue was lovely,
spacious rooms and I couldn’t
fault the food – it was delicious.

I really enjoyed talking to the
suppliers and getting to know
what’s coming in the print
industry.
The Grand Raffle was fab and
collecting the stamps was an

DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT

Delegate feedback
Although a newcomer to the
conference, I knew from others
that it would be a very welcoming
environment. I can only say
I found it to be just that and
more – a very friendly and open
environment with people happy
to share ideas. The scheduled talks were both
inspiring, and on a more practical level, also useful,
and the marquee was also a good place
to be, with sponsors happy to answer questions.
Good company, food and wine – came home happy
and motivated!
Rona McNicol Customer Account Coordinator,
Graphics & Print Services, University of Stirling

For being a newbie to the conference I would
like to thank you for welcoming me to the
group. The event was well organised; the
pictures are amazing that captured the
essence of the event.

Thanks for this opportunity.
Lucy Bowmer
Print Assistant, University of Exeter

What an amazing conference! Well organised,
fantastic location, great speakers, what more
can I say?
As a new member from an FE College I wasn’t
sure what to expect but the conference
certainly exceeded any expectations I had.
I have come away with so many new ideas and
made great new contacts.
A huge thanks to everyone involved, see you
next year in Cheshire!
Sam Holt Design & Print Team Leader, Wakefield College

Just a quick note to say a big thank you
to everyone who had a hand in this year’s
conference. I don’t know how you guys find
the time required to dedicate to this. It was
another great success.
Great to see and hear that there were so
many first-timers there too. Hopefully they’ll
be back in future.
Chris Jones Estimator, Digital Print Services
University of Wolverhampton

I got a lot out of the event with the speakers
and exhibitors.
Will be in touch soon to arrange visits to see
similar facilities…
Thanks again Jacqueline.
Jacqueline Turner, Facilities Service Manager
Glasgow Caledonian University

A big thank you to everyone for organising such
a great and worthwhile conference, including
the superb venue. All of us from Exeter really
enjoyed it. So much so that my line manager
wants to go next year and to take some others
Nigel Phillips Print Services Manager, University of Exeter

Creating impactful video for

social media: a masterclass
Jonathan Walters, team manager of
award-winning digital professionals within
Loughborough University’s Marketing and
Advancement department presented the
first session of Monday afternoon.
With examples of old videos and modern
best practice, Jonathan plotted his personal
career alongside key developments in the
rapidly changing world of online video – from
the time consuming and low resolution
world of the late 90s media encoders and
bit rates, to a summary of today’s most
influential social media platforms.
Among the tips were considerations of
channel specific video orientation (I confess
I didn’t know Instagram shot portrait video),
the fundamental importance of knowing why
you’re shooting video at all, effective content
creation and even how his team successfully
recruited for staff recently – by setting
interviewees a fast-turnaround practical
movie making test using iPads.
Planning for future success
Lifetime Honorary member of ACPME and
former Director of Media Services at HeriotWatt University in Edinburgh, Duncan Hurst,
followed briefly, about the information pack
produced for ACPME members.

The papers focus exclusively on topics
that will directly benefit print managers
and their teams to deliver true value for
money and, equally important, help them
demonstrate their strategic value to their
university managers. They also include
information for members who may suddenly
find themselves under threat of being
outsourced.
Members are reminded these reports are
confidential for use of ACPME members,
who are free to email Duncan regarding any
aspect: duncan.hurst@gmail.com
Diversification into flatbed
The final delegate session on Monday
saw in-house entrepreneur Ian Wilcox,
Print Centre Manager at the University
of Southampton, share how his team’s
large format business has grown
through investment in commercial
flatbed equipment.
It was abundantly clear in-house teams
have an enormous opportunity to expand
large format services– to improve
their service to their institutions and
to save very considerable funds.
Read more about this exciting
avenue on page 40 from
Ian Hickman at the University
of Leicester.

 Memories
of Day One at
#ACPMEConf18
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THE GREAT EXHIBITION
The members of the ACPME express their
sincere thanks to our platinum and silver sponsors
for exhibiting and/or sponsoring activities during
our conference.
The exhibition marquee was overflowing with
products and services that were of direct interest

2018 PLATINUM SPONSORS

2018 SILVER SPONSORS

to our delegates – the purchasing decision makers
from the university creative and print sector.
We hope the networking allows you to develop and
grow your business and look forward to welcoming
you to #ACPMEConf19 at Carden Park in Cheshire.

PERFECT DOCUMENT CREATION
www.pdcuk.com
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Our skipper steers the way to

fun on the Broads
Monday evening’s downtime
saw an entertaining cruise
on the Norfolk Broads.
Never happier than
commanding a vessel
(for those who don’t know,
Simon owns a sailing dinghy),
it wasn’t long before the ACPME Chair took his seat
behind the wheel of the Mississippi paddle steamer
‘Southern Comfort’.
Steering a steady course from Horning – suppliers
and delegates mingled, tucked into a hog roast and
enjoyed a disco, kitted out in Deep South attire,
including ACPME bandanas from Pinfold Promotions.
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Day Two – Tuesday 5 June
AGM and Platinum suppliers
Tuesday opened with the AGM, followed by
our 2018 Platinum suppliers (Antalis, EBB,
EFI, HP, Konica Minolta and Sharp) who had
the opportunity to tell us about their latest
news in a quick-fire session.
The GDPR opportunity
Mark Davies, Managing Director
of Whistl (Doordrop Media) Ltd was next
to take to the stage. In a fact-filled hour,
Mark presented compelling data to show
how GDPR legislation is already having
a positive impact on the redirection of
marketing budgets towards traditional
printed Direct Mail.

 Memories
of Day Two at
#ACPMEConf18

Mark talked us through facts like how Direct
Marketing requires a lower burden of proof
to demonstrate legitimate interest, how
it remains opt-out post GDPR / e-Privacy
directives and how it offers the widest reach
of any marketing channel. The message
was compelling: the truth is almost half of
digital advertising is not seen at all. The
trend away from digital only campaigns is
likely to continue – print is far from dead. His
PowerPoint is available to all delegates.

How to promote like a ninja
Thinking Effectiveness

– helpful and hindering thoughts and
The Go M.A.D. Thinking Results Framework
– the key ingredients to success
Either side of lunch we enjoyed a stimulating
session from Julie Measures of Go M.A.D.
Thinking. Using a series of quick quizzes,
open discussion and tying each other in
knots with string (more accurately trying to
untie ourselves), Julie introduced a solutionfocused thinking methodology to enable
delegates to make more of a difference.
We looked at having strong reasons for
doing things, defining clear goals, planning
priorities before taking action, having the
self-belief that we can, and will, make a
difference, the importance of involving
others, taking personal responsibility, taking
action and measuring results.
By applying the Go M.A.D. Thinking
Framework quickly within the session
we were able to see how better thinking
may well accelerate our results, improve
productivity and enable change.
This was one of several sessions that left
delegates clamouring for the books.

Back by popular demand, following
presentations in 2015 and 2017, Tony
Harmer brought off-the-wall energy, tips and
humour to the last of Tuesday’s sessions.
Tony, an Adobe Certified Expert and
Instructor, demonstrated the interoperability
within Creative Cloud and enthused about
the integration of mobile tools into design
workflows to accelerate production.
With live demos, Tony revealed a handful
of the time-saving additions within familiar
applications including PhotoShop (such as
focus-based selection) and introduced brand

new software (like Adobe Spark that can
apply Instagram-like effects across whole
documents in seconds).
He revealed how gestures are being
incorporated into interfaces, described
how AI is set to transform the way we use
software and showed the power of the
Adobe CC Library to manage assets.
The hour flashed by in a blur of wizardry as
Tony moved seamlessly from app to app with
the swipe of a finger. Before we knew it, our
Awards judge (see page 14) was wishing
everyone good luck for the evening’s
ACPME Creative and Print Awards.
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SERVICE

Generously
sponsored by

OF THE YEAR

CELEBRATING IN-HOUSE

ACHIEVEMENTS
On the second evening, the ACPME Creative and Print Awards
marked the pinnacle of the ACPME year. There were more
submissions than ever before. Resplendent in penguin suits
and glamorous gowns we applauded each others’ excellent work
and celebrated those judged to be this year’s category winners.

WINNER
THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD



Judges said: ‘In determining the winner we looked at all the
stories. Ultimately our decision was based on diversification –
beyond the boundaries – and although there was evidence of this
in all cases, we selected the University of Sheffield for its broad
communications offering.

Les Jones of Antalis
presenting the Service
of the Year Award to
Sheryl Mather and
Paul Tetley from
the University of Sheffield

The University of Sheffield has made impressive strides into digital,
including web, digital advertising, animation-deck services and full
video production.’

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH
The judges commented that they ‘chose the
University of Edinburgh for their environmentally
sustainable cycle delivery initiative – reducing their
carbon footprint and the costs of their service
across a wide area of the busy city’.



Les Jones of Antalis presenting the
Highly-Commended Award to Janet Delgarno
of the University of Edinburgh
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INDEPENDENT INDUSTRY EXPERTS JUDGE
OUR 2018 AWARDS WITH A RESOUNDING

THUMBS-UP

This year’s ACPME Creative and Print Awards were kindly
judged by a panel of independent experts that spanned design,
photography and print. Here’s a bit about each of them.

Bobby is also the designated
photographer for Scottish
Athletics. He’s recently returned
from the Gold Coast where he
covered the athletics events at the
Commonwealth Games.
bgavin@wex.co.uk
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Paul uses his digital hardware expertise to provide the best possible solutions
for our customers. From helping them to make the most of existing hardware and
optimise their workflows to advising on new hardware purchases, Paul is passionate
about ensuring our customers are given industry leading support to help them grow
their business. Find out how we have helped our customers find the right solution
at digital2business.co.uk or contact us today with your challenge.
OFF

SUSTAINABILITY

Technology and Sales Support Specialist
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Peter started his career in print as
an estimator in 1979, moving into
sales of pre media, gravure and
web offset for a number of major
INNOVATION
RDWARE
UK and EuropeanH Aprint
houses.

Bobby works closely with
photographers to ensure they
have enough information to make
informed choices. For example,
T Ra
A Irecent
NING
C R E Aworking
TIVE
week included
with a client to provide continuous
lighting suitable for a combined
stills and slow-motion photoshoot, hosting a demo of Flash
Heads and LED lighting for a new
medical studio, and obtaining a
suitable for use
T Rlightbox
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 Judging of
the 2018
ACPME Awards
was hosted
at the University
of Sheffield

HARDWARE

Membership
Development
Manager (North East)
for The British Printing
Industries Federation.

YOU CHALLENGED.
WE DELIVERED.

W/O

Peter Mitchell
INNOVATION

Bobby is one of Wex
Photo Video’s National
Account Managers,
looking after a diverse
range of sectors such as
universities, police, museums and
medical illustration.

W/O

OFF

tonyharmer@gmail.com

Bobby Gavin

OFF

Tony’s three-decade career has
given him a broad experience
base to draw upon including
some time as a press operator,
several years as a concept artist
in IP development, and delivering
graphic production training in
EMEA and the United States.
He is the author of several video
titles for lynda.com and LinkedIn
Learning, as well as running a
INNOVATION
HARDWARE
growing channel on YouTube with
weekly artwork process tips
and techniques.

peter.mitchell@bpif.org.uk

OFF

ON

Tony Harmer (aka
The Design Ninja)
is an illustrator,
designer and learning
content author who has
consulted on design production
workflows for some of the world’s
largest brands and agencies,
creating cost savings running into
the tens of millions and frustration
savings that are priceless.

During this time he has seen
our industry make the transition
from analogue to digital, from
consolidation to fragmentation
– commenting ‘One thing is
certain, our industry is far from
stagnant and is as vibrant as
it is challenging’.

ON

Tony Harmer

HARDWARE

HARDWARE

T R A I NT IRNAGI N I N G

TRAINING

TRAINING

VEA T I V
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C R IENA NC
TO
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INNOVATION
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BEST IN-HOUSE

Generously
sponsored by

DESIGN

WINNER
THE UNIVERSITY OF READING
The judges felt that ‘The University of Reading
has produced course collateral and material that
is simply breathtaking – every aspect of their
submissions was a carefully thought-out and
beautifully designed work that was visually rich.
Their sensitive and considered use of
photography, design elements and imaginative
pagination would look at home on the coffee
tables of the most prestigious design agencies
and were difficult to stop looking at.’



Mark Boulter of EFI presenting
Best In-house Design Award to Dene Fletcher
from the University of Reading

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
The judges felt that ‘The University of Sheffield’s
“Inform” magazine was an example of excellence
in design consideration and execution, yielding an
elegant and aesthetically stimulating publication
that could easily keep company with luxury titles
in any design studio.’



Mark Boulter of EFI presenting the Highly-Commended
Award to Paul Tetley from the University of Sheffield
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BEST IN-HOUSE

PHOTOGRAPHY

WINNER
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY
The judges felt ’the colourful, vibrant and playful
imagery from Loughborough University had
a feel that was appealing on a number of levels.
The photographs all had a relaxed, personal
composition and a pleasing palette. As a
set they had social sharing deeply embedded.
The real world applications provided were
truly impressive.’



David Blenkinsop of
Ricoh presenting the Winner’s
Award for Best In-house
Photography to Lynne Atkin,
Alison Freer and Mark Ramsay
of Loughborough University

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
THE UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
Here’s what the judges said: ‘The “World
Changers” series of photographs used space
and composition to allow flexibility in their
design implementation, without compromising
the integrity of the images. A pleasing and
contemporary collection.



David Blenkinsop of Ricoh presenting the
Highly-Commended Award for In-house Photography to
Stephen McCann of the University of Glasgow

We would also like to make a special mention of
“The World’s Largest Smile” group shot from the
University of Glasgow. It was a technically and
logistically challenging shot, that also made the
judges smile – a lot.’

Generously
sponsored by
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BEST IN-HOUSE

LITHO PRINTED PRODUCT
WINNER
ROBERT GORDON UNIVERSITY
The judges felt that ‘Robert Gordon University
produced their Contemporary Art Practice
publications for Gray’s School of Art beautifully
and that it is visually sumptuous to behold.’



Dan Trussler of Elliott Baxter presenting
Best In-house Printed Product to Allan MacDougall
of Robert Gordon University

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
THE UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER
The judges felt that ‘The University of
Leicester handled ACPME’s magazine
superbly. Not an easy task, with
spreads that presented a host
of tricky printing challenges – such
as switches between continuous
tone, tints and solids.’

Generously
sponsored by
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BEST IN-HOUSE

DIGITAL PRINTED PRODUCT
WINNER
CARDIFF METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY


Paul Dexter of Konica Minolta
presenting Best In-house
Digital Printed Product
to Richard Ashdown of
Cardiff Metropolitan University

Judges said: ‘The stand-out winner in this category
had to be Cardiff Met University’s entry for the
invite to the new Cardiff School of Technologies.

An outstanding submission, as marvellous
in execution as it was in its design. The multiprocess piece was impactful on every level
and the execution of it was absolutely phenomenal
– it was set apart from the other submissions
at the outset.’

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
ROBERT GORDON UNIVERSITY
Judges said: ‘The submission for the
Graduate Level Apprenticeships leaflet from
Robert Gordon University demonstrated
excellent quality print and finishing.
It was as pleasing to hold as it was to look
at. The tricky and well-executed finishes
were the determiners that made this work
stand out.’


Paul Dexter of Konica Minolta presenting the
Highly-Commended Award to Allan MacDougall
of Robert Gordon University

Generously
sponsored by
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OUR FRIENDLY & SUPPORTIVE
NETWORK LOOKING

FIT FOR
THE FUTURE
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BEST IN-HOUSE

Generously
sponsored by

INNOVATION
WINNER
CARDIFF METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY

Judges said: ‘This entry is totally worthy
of winning a second category and giving
Cardiff Metropolitan University their
“Big Night at The Oscars”.
There are industry awards won with
submissions that are not as attractive as
this piece. The concept, process and quality
of the work –including some 3D texturing
are marvellous.


Dave Harrison of Sharp presenting Best In-house Innovation
to Richard Ashdown of Cardiff Metropolitan University

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY
Judges said: ‘The “Open Tardis” entry from
Sheffield Hallam University clearly demonstrated
their concept of promoting a service that is bigger
on the inside than it seems from the outside.
Clever design, imaginative folding/finishing
and innovations that included Near-field
Communication to augment the physical delivery
set this submission apart. Even more so, against
the background of producing more with less.’


Dave Harrison of Sharp presenting
the Highly-Commended Award to Paul Bishop

A truly inspiring exercise in innovation that
will no doubt be a talking point for some
time to come.’
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Day Three
– Wednesday 6 June
Colour management masterclass
Jan Edgecombe from Revolution Digital
kicked-off the final morning at Dunston Hall
with a practical session using the Roland
VG540, Versaworks and ColorGate RIPs.
Delegates were shown how to save time
and cost while increasing quality. Jan gave
a rapid-fire masterclass in RIP settings for
images and graphics, file settings for Adobe
software, media profile choices and their
effects on output quality, how to save ink
and printer process control.
The art of brilliance
Sometimes events just fizzle towards a
close as tired delegates drift away. Not
#ACPMEConf18.
Dr of Happiness – yes, you read that right
– Andy Cope delivered a hilarious closing
keynote that sent us home super-charged.
Side-splittingly accurate in his irreverent
observations about how we choose to live
our lives and carrying serious messages
about the choices we make everyday. The
Doctor from Derby was simply brilliant.

The session was crammed full of inspiring
advice, anecdotes, funny stuff and big
questions that got us pondering how we
each have the power to transform our lives
and the lives of the folk that surround us.
It might seem flippant to say we could all
do well to remember that positive attitudes
get positive results and that deciding to
be the best version of us we can be will
transform our lives. Andy showed us, with
scientific evidence and without a hint of
preachy-ness, that positive thinking is the
single most important factor that separates
the happiest and most successful 2% of
the population from those who choose to
walk around with the weight of the world
on their shoulders, who stress about how
**** Mondays are on Sunday night, who
run around like blue-arsed flies worried
about how important they appear and who
dream about the joy of retirement. What if
there’s no pot of gold over there at the end
of the rainbow? What if we’re standing on
the rainbow right now?
Andy explained how ‘shine’ can leak out of
us and ‘infect’ those around us if we let it.
We’ve probably never squirmed at the
thought of what folk eating sarnies at our
own funerals might recall of us on the day
we’re dispatched. Andy’s probably right

though. It’s unlikely to be ‘Wow!
He owned loads of stuff’ or ‘She rolled
out an impressive MFD fleet’, rather
what kind of people we were. If we shine
during our 4,000 week gig (average life
expectancy), we will not only enjoy radiant
lives, but enable others to shine and stand
a pretty good chance of lighting up our
own funerals.
The queue to purchase Andy’s books,
rather than check out of the hotel, spoke
for itself. Andy had nudged us persuasively
towards rediscovering our energy,
happiness and purpose.

It’s no coincidence text messages went
around the following morning about how
delegates had jumped out of bed and fistpumped the air in celebration of not waking
up with toothache – one of Andy’s tips to
ensure everyday starts with a positive.
That’s how #ACPMEConf18 left folk
feeling. Recharged, lucky to have great
friends across the UK and genuinely
more ‘Fit for the Future’ 
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STEP FORTH
more than one way

 David, Senior
Graphics and Media
Officer, and Lynsey,
Senior Marketing &
Digital Media Officer,
discussing a
design project
 Stuart, PR & Media
Officer, printing
 Megan, Campaigns &
Events Officer
 An army doesn’t
march on an
empty stomach.
Chantelle gives in to
an Oreo
 The team
posing in the
Scottish sunshine

We chat with David Aitken from
Forth Valley College – Scotland’s first
regional college with state-of-the-art campuses
across the central belt in Alloa, Falkirk and
Stirling – about how his small, but dynamic
Graphics & Media team ensures the college
is ‘Making Learning Work’.
How did you hear about ACPME?

What did you think of your first

I was made aware by Lyndsay Condie,
our Head of Department, who suggested
I look into it further as development within
my new role. I’m glad I did.

photography and video SIG in Glasgow?

The College became a member of ACPME
after a visit to Strathclyde University
in the early stages of integrating
our Print Services function into the
Communications and Marketing team.

The SIG at Glasgow University was
excellent. As a big part of my job is
photography and video, it seemed perfect
to go. It was the first time I’d met anyone
from ACPME or the University of Glasgow
– everyone was really friendly, relaxed and
full of enthusiasm for the subject.
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Getting together as a group is how
we work best and generate the most
creative ideas.

Lee, Printer Operator

…the fact we all get on so well
and respect each other’s ideas and
understand each other’s priorities,
goes a long way to making us a
productive team…

at a glance

14,500
650

student enrolments (all modes)

members of staff at FVC

two

equivalent FTE staff in Graphics
& Media (7 more in Comms &
Marketing and 2 in Print unit)

two

digital presses

80

fleet devices – up time 99.88%

Canon

PRISMAdirect, PRISMAprepare
PRISMAsync

Print Services
based at the Falkirk Campus

What were your takeaway
thoughts and did it persuade
you to join us in Norwich?
I was happy to hear that ideas for
future events like this aren’t all
print-based as it ties in well to my
role. Norwich was already booked
by this point, so I was glad to
make new introductions before
the trip!
How was your first conference?
Just like the Photography SIG, the
conference was a very friendly
place to be. To be able to spend
four days (from early morning
till the wee small hours) with
‘strangers’ just goes to show
how easy it was to get along and
share common interests.
Were the talks interesting?
The talks were very good, I
especially liked Tony Harmer with
his passion and knowledge of
Adobe products – I could have
listened to him all day.

As he was showcasing the Adobe
apps, I was downloading them
and following what he was doing,
which was great to see
in practise.
Were the suppliers relevant
for you?
We are exploring the possibility
of upgrading our wide format
offerings at the College, so
speaking with companies such
as HP and Canon provided a
great insight. Jan Edgecombe
from Revolution Digital was also
a great person to speak to and
really knowledgeable about the
equipment.
How was the social side?
The social side really made the
conference for me, from the
Riverboat night out to the Awards
Dinner. Everyone really seemed
to be having a great time.

Will you be entering the
Awards next year?
Yes, definitely. I planned to enter
this year but time just didn’t
allow, so I used this year’s as
a fact finding mission for next
year’s submissions!
The conference theme was
‘Fit for the Future’. What does

Stuart with, Head of
Department, Lyndsay

‘MA Highlights’ (see page 36)
which is a good example of how
we work well together as a team.
We planned the campaign from
concept development through to
implementation and evaluation.
As a result of our efforts, we won
Gold and the overall Grand Prix
prize at the College Development
Network awards in March.

this mean to your team?

What formats did the

As a department, we are always
trying to improve and keep ahead
of the game. Digital technologies
change so quickly, so we need to
be ready to react to changes. But
we are always aware that things
need to be right for the College
and our audiences and not simply
jumping on the next big thing.

marketing materials from the

Can you tell me about a campaign
that is typical of the way Graphics
and Media approach projects?
We recently produced a campaign
for Scottish Apprentice Week –

campaign take?
We had everything from
promotional videos to social
media posts and banners,
printed publications, blog posts
and website takeover skins.
What was the biggest challenge
for your team?
Being a small team, a large
one off project can sometimes
be a challenge, however, good
pre-planning and good time
management helps deliver

results. Getting together as a
group is how we work best and
generate the most creative
ideas. Also, seeing results such
as social media engagement,
enrolment numbers increasing
and the odd award makes it
all worthwhile!
What are the advantages
of working within a comms
and marketing team?
As part of the Communications,
Marketing and Print Services
team, we all work very closely
together and larger projects
are created and planned out
collectively. We all get on as
friends as well as colleagues and
I can’t emphasise how important
and helpful that is. I really don’t
think operating as separate
functions would produce the
same results. We have far better
awareness of cross-college
requirements and can prioritise
and plan much more effectively.
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Campaign One
Promotional videos

Blog posts

Publications

 Lyndsay and David
Central FM advert

 Print Unit
co-ordinator,
Sylvia Smith

Click to listen

Plasma screen visuals

Social media banners

 Lee refilling
the printer

Website takeover
including news stories

Social media posts

Jobs like the prospectus are all
done in-house – from content
gathering from curriculum team,
photography and design. It’s all
done in-house by us with the only
outsourced part being the print
due to the scale and finishing
required.
What’s been the key to

COLLEGIATE WORKING LEADING TO SUCCESS
 The campaign produced for

Scottish Apprentice Week –
‘MA Highlights’ which won Gold
and the overall Grand Prix prize at
the College Development Network
awards in March.
 Some of the Communications and

Marketing team’s recent accolades.

the team’s success?
It may sound strange, but the
fact we all get on so well and
respect each other’s ideas
and understand each other’s
priorities, goes a long way to
making us a productive team.
Food also plays a major part
in our working day – both
discussing and eating!

Can you give an example of

What’s next for Forth Valley?

the team being proactive?

Our new £78 million
Falkirk Campus is currently
under construction and is due
to be completed at the end of
2019 and will complement our
state-of-the-art campuses in
Alloa and Stirling. It will be the
headquarters of the College
– a stone’s throw from the world
famous Kelpies and it looks
like it is going to be an amazing
place to work 

A few years ago, we took the
decision to bring forward the
production of the prospectus in
order to be able to typeset over
the summer and to improve our
work scheduling throughout the
year. Getting everything signed
off before the end of June is not
without its challenges… but we
meet this deadline every year
and this process takes some of
the pressure off design at the
start of the academic year.
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STANDING OVATION MARKS

ADMIN CHANGE

So how do we fill this gap

After serving ACPME for over 20 years,
Roy Stares is handing over the Administration
and Conference Organisation baton.

Roy was formerly the
Print Manager for
Luton University and
was involved right
at the inception of
the University Print
Managers’ Group
(UPMG) in 1997.

 There
was a clear
demonstration of
the affection and
regard members
have for Roy when
he received an
unscripted and
long standing
ovation at
Dunston Hall

From 2003, he served on the Executive
Committee as Trustee before taking
up the mantle of Administrator and
Conference Organiser in 2008 on his
retirement from Luton.
In that time Roy has organised nine
conferences and has provided advice and
guidance on matters constitutional and
financial. He drafted the constitution when

we attempted to apply for Charitable
Incorporated Organisation status
(changing our name to APME in the
process). It is this document that is
the backbone of our present Articles of
Association. Roy has acted as Company
Secretary of the limited company since
its incorporation.
In recognition of his many years’ service
the ACPME Board were delighted to award
Roy, Honorary Lifetime Membership
of ACPME at the recent conference in
Norwich. There was a clear demonstration
of the affection and regard members have
for Roy when he received a long standing
ovation following his acceptance of
the award.
We wish Roy a long and
happy retirement!

in our structure?
We cast the net wide to get the best
possible response, including inviting
former members to apply and asking
other interested parties if they would be
keen to take on the role. We short-listed
three candidates. There was a clear
winner with the whole Board approving the
appointment of Sovereign Conference,
Exhibitions & Travel Incentives Ltd.
Sovereign Conference is owned and led
by Jennie Mort and they are based near
Redditch in Worcestershire.
Jennie has 25 years’ experience of
delivering conferences for various
associations and providing secretariat
services, the most relevant of which is
the Association for Student Residential
Accommodation. Jennie planned, booked
and facilitated their successful conference
held in Birmingham in April this year.

Jennie was able to attend our conference
in Norwich to get a flavour of what we
do and who we are. She met with many
members, impressing us with her
enthusiasm and joie de vivre. We’re
looking forward to working with Jennie to
continue to grow our Association.
The handover between Roy and Jennie has
already started and we hope this will be
completed by the end of August.
Jennie will be taking over the
admin@acpme.ac.uk address.
Her office phone number is:
01527 893675

 Roy we salute
you. Roy with
Bill Walker, of
Robert Gordon
University, at the
2013 Harrogate
Conference
 Jennie joined
the ACPME family
at Dunston Hall
to get a flavour of
who we are and
what we do
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IN-HOUSE PRINT CAN BE

MASSIVE
We look at industrial wide format and chat to
Ian Hickman from the University of Leicester about
how their flatbed investment is reaping dividends

with margins that are typically unheard
of in the offset or cut sheet digital
printing space.
In-house teams are catching on, adding
more and more wide format printing to
their services. Moving outsourced activity
in-house is leading to significant savings
on cost and faster turnaround times.

Print services need to be smart, savvy
and strategic when looking to expand their
service offerings. The landscape of the
in-house printing industry is fast-changing
with declining demand for litho and falling
mono work.

Wide format, short-run jobs can be
turned around quickly, have high impact
and bring brand control back onto
campus. By offering previously outsourced
wide format, such as vehicle graphics,
interim and exterior signage, and
lamppost banners – customers, marketing
and finance directors can be kept happy.

In-house has often mirrored the
commercial market, where for at least the
last ten years against a background of
often unsustainable competitive pricing
and declining margins, digital wide-format
has been the most profitable segment

Understandably, most in-house units
have dipped their toe in the water slowly.
The journey usually starts with roll fed
aqueous, ecosolvent or solvent based
printers. These relatively small-scale
capital investments have allowed teams

Having been in print for a few years, this has been the most
lucrative way to generate income with limited skills required.
It’s high impact and saves the University a fortune.

We have received
positive feedback
for the hoardings
and Open Day
revamp. Campus
looks colourful,
well-dressed
and inspiring to
both current and
prospective students.

The first highimpact hoarding
project produced
by Ian’s team at
the University
of Leicester

to ease into the market – typically
offering posters, then banners, stickers,
backlit signage, window graphics and
graphic wallpaper.
The natural next step is graduating
into vehicle graphics and exterior
signage projects as staff become
more comfortable and skilled with the
technology. This is where far higher-profits
or greater funds can be saved. However
bigger jobs require bigger machines, more
floor space and higher skill levels.
Larger jobs raise questions such as
installation, finishing and motivation. Is
putting signs and hoardings up going to
be handled within the unit or managed
in conjunction with Estates & Facilities
teams? How will the printed materials will
be finished? Does that mean additional
hardware like cutting tables, X-Y cutters,
laminators, sewing equipment for
banners, grommet machines, guillotine
cutters and heat guns (for vehicle wraps)?

Are team members driven to learn
new skills, to venture up ladders? Will job
descriptions need revisiting?
The opportunities are many and not just
about saving money. Campus dressing
raises important issues such as the
co-ordinated management of university
spaces for marketing – bringing teams
together at a strategic level and meaning
signs and campaigns aren’t as likely to be
left up years after events have happened.
With versatile hybrid (roll and rigid media)
printers entering the market there’s a
growing choice of large format machinery
available. We heard about the University of
Southampton’s successful expansion into
industrial inkjet at #ACPMEConf18. Their
Océ Arizona 1260XT has transformed
their established large format business,
allowing much larger mixed-media
campaigns. Other ACPME members are
expanding their large format offering too.
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Ian oversees
production on
the new Mimaki
JFX200-2531
In-house large
format materials
transform campus
on Open Day
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The latest member institution to
invest in giant flatbed is the University
of Leicester. Here’s what Ian Hickman
had to say about the long-term and
lucrative opportunity with their new
Mimaki JFX200-2531
Why did you add wide-format
to your print offering?
In December 2012 we expanded into wide
format print with the purchase of a Roland
VersaCAMM 640, as the University’s
creative team was spending in excess of
20K with an external supplier.
This was one of my best decisions
replacing lost revenue streams due to the
Internet, departments issuing iPads and

Large format makes me think of the
current University campaign slogan
‘Where the sky isn’t the limit’.

the reduction in mono clicks. We promptly
outgrew the VersaCAMM’s capabilities
and upgraded to a SOLJETpro4 XR-640
to increase capacity and offerings in June
2014, another great move for us.
Having been in print for a few years,
this has been the most lucrative way
to generate income with limited skills
required. It’s high impact and saves
the University a fortune. Items that we
produce now include pull-up banners,
wallpaper, vehicle signage, vinyl banners,
window graphics …the list is endless.
In terms of substrates, was there a
learning curve with your team coming
from the cut sheet world?
We needed very little on-site training
to be up and running. Since installation
our operators have attended the Roland
Training Academy and Antalis Digital
Academy. However, we have learnt a
lot of hints and tips watching YouTube
videos, especially for application of
the various substrates.
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What was the catalyst for flatbed?

What’s been the impact across

The University has a £500 million
development plan, so I grasped the
opportunity to present a business case
to fulfil production internally. All new
builds and redevelopments have external
hoardings installed. We have produced
and installed one major hoarding
project so far, with others getting close
to production.

the Univeristy?

Other work we’ve produced includes
signage, bollard covers (small and large),
and point of display for catering outlets.
We can print up to 3x2 metres in size
and on substrates up to 50mm thick –
including Forex, Correx, Diabond, plastic
and wood.

The deadlines are getting tighter.
Our customers know that if we say
that we can, we will!

So you needed to diversify your offering?
We are always looking to add to our
portfolio of services as we are required to
deliver a surplus every year working within a
Five Year Business Plan. We need to evolve
by being constantly proactive.

We have received positive feedback
for the hoardings and Open Day revamp.
Campus looks colourful, well-dressed
and inspiring to both current and
prospective students.
Is increased work leading to
tight deadlines?

Do you install and take down?
We do. At times this is a challenge, as
we have not employed any additional staff.
Also, in today’s world of H&S, what we
can and can’t do can be limited without
a cherrypicker. We have used outside
companies, but I believe in having a sense
of ownership and you don’t always get that
when working with contractors. Our aim
is to always install ourselves.

#ACPMEConf19
Hold these dates in your diary

Are you offering the service to
external customers?
Yes. We have produced trade counter
graphics, printed onto plastic for a label
company who specialise in gardens and
plants. That side of the business is likely
to grow.
What’s next in your large format journey?
A cutter/router and possibly another
roll-fed device.
The signs I’ve looked at are eye-catching.
Which are the team most proud of
and why?
The job with the most reward was the
hoardings project for the £21 million
refurb of the Percy Gee building. Although
we’ve just done a great deal of work for
this year’s Open Days and we’re now
working on a revamped Graduation!

Large format makes me think of the
current University campaign slogan
‘Where the sky isn’t the limit’.
Ian’s advice: ‘LAUNCH YOURSELF’ 

You’ll have seen in this magazine how many smiles the
ACPME Annual Conference brings – with our amazing
speakers, the tailor-made exhibition and invaluable
networking opportunities.
We’re heading to another cracking venue for
#ACPMEConf19. Carden Park is a four-star luxury
hotel boasting an AA Rosette-awarded restaurant,
two championship golf courses and an award-winning spa.
Nestled in 1,000 acres of rolling Cheshire countryside,
Carden Park Hotel is the ideal setting for a productive
and memorable 2019 conference.

www.cardenpark.co.uk

Join us Sunday 2 – Wednesday 5 June 2019.
You’ll return to the office inspired and grinning
like a Cheshire cat.

/acpme.ac.uk

@acpme_uk www.acpme.ac.uk
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event SNAPSHOTS
INSPIRATION WITH IMAGES &

HOSPITALITY AT HOGWARTS
Lee Johnstone (Digital Graphic Designer from the University of Sheffield)
reports on ‘so much’ that he enjoyed at the ACPME Video and Photography
Special Interest Group meeting – hosted in May by Stephen McCann and
the team at the University of Glasgow.
On 17 and 18 May I was
fortunate to attend an ACPME
Photography and Video Special
Interest Group at the University
of Glasgow. Approximately
20 individuals consisting of
photographers, videographers,
print managers and creatives
from several university creative
and print units were
in attendance.
The first day began with an
introductory presentation from
Steve about photography and
video at Glasgow and within
the ACPME’s creative units.
An exciting agenda was set
out for the next day and a half.

A few snaps from
the photography and
video SIG held at the
University of Glasgow

This was my first meeting with
ACPME and I represented Print
and Design Solutions because
I have digital design, video
editing, animation and web
design within my role. This was
quite a unique combination within
the SIG and, with my interest in
non-professional photography, it
made conversation flow nicely.

A tour around the University of
Glasgow’s campus is stunning.
A 15th century university built,
and rebuilt, in a mixture of
medieval and gothic styles with
towers, spires, magnificent
entrances, cavernous old rooms,
sweeping staircases, dark oak
furniture and an abundance of
stained glass windows. It was like
being in Hogwarts, with expansive
manicured lawns, gardens and
fine views – what a place to learn
or work.
After a buffet lunch, the day
continued with presentations
from Neil, Stuart and Sam in
the photography unit. Neil’s
demonstration of creative offcamera flash was particularly
fascinating; Stuart showed
us how to properly catalogue,
adjust and copyright images; and
Sam introduced us to the world
of digitally photographing and
archiving priceless manuscripts
and publications. The university’s
video team then took us to their
video studio, complete with
cameras, autocues, green-screen,
fancy lighting and an editing suite.
Alongside ACPME delegates,
Steve had invited representatives
from Holdan and Wex
Photographic – a combination
of distributors of video and

photographic equipment. The
team furnished the studio with
state-of-the-art LED lighting and
video cameras. They showed
us how the set up worked and
although everything looked
extremely complicated, it was
good to be introduced to high-end
video kit with lots of gadgets,
buttons and flashing lights.

of time to making this special
event for a Special Interest
Group. They were passionate
about what they do; hospitality
was outstanding and it was a
pleasure to share the two days
with them. I learned a lot, took
a great deal of inspiration, met
many new friends and made
thorough use of my trip.

Day two centred around a visit
and tour to Loxley Colour, a
photographic lab in Cumbernauld.
This was another highlight.
Loxley’s business is all about
photographic quality printing, fine
art, expensive wedding books,
framing and much more.

So, would I attend another
ACPME SIG meeting? I would
love to and I have been welcomed
back. Would I visit Glasgow
again? Definitely, and next time I
will be preloaded with information
that I took home this time.

Back at the university, Alison
from Glasgow’s print unit, gave
a tour of their print facility. Their
Glasgow unit is very different to
ours, but it was good to compare
what they do and how it is done.
My day ended as Alison walked
me to the Kelvingrove Museum
where I spent my final hour before
the long train journey back to
Sheffield wishing I could have
stayed in Glasgow longer.
So, what did I get out of my
Glasgow visit? In two words
‘so much’. Steve and his
colleagues in the Glasgow units
had obviously dedicated a lot

Thanks so much to Steve, Neil,
Stuart, Sam, Alison, Raymond,
Bobby and everyone who gave
me a warm Glasgow welcome 
Pick up the baton and give
hosting a SIG a go – you
just need to be prepared to
table a discussion or present
briefly on any aspect of desgn,
photography, video or print.
Some costs will be covered by
ACPME. This could include
3rd party specialist training.
If you have an idea for a SIG
meeting and/or would like to
host an event please email
Alison: a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk
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LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY SCOOP PD&M HONOURS

FOR ANOTHER YEAR
Hats off to Loughborough University who
recently won best multi channel campaign
for their Dementia Campaign at the Print,
Design & Marketing Awards.
Judges commented that it was ‘A smart
and effective multi-channel campaign that
encompasses social media, digital media,
websites and print to deliver a high level of ROI
which promotes the campaign very effectively.’

 Loughborough University’s
Matt Cawrey and Martin Duke
at the PD&M Awards

A VIEW FROM LAKE TAHOE
STEPHEN REPRESENTS ACPME STATE-SIDE
Association of College & University Printers
Annual Conference, 29 April – 3 May 2018
I had the wonderful opportunity to represent
ACPME at ACUP+’s 53rd annual conference.
The theme was ‘How best to keep your
customer base informed about current and
future service offering while keeping your upper
management informed about the value you add
to the institution’.
Print ‘shops’ (as our American cousins call their
in-house print services) big, small and huge were
represented. I felt instantly welcome and made
friends easily.
The conference content was excellent. Engaging
speakers each brought something different to the
table and opened up a wide range of discussion.
Although there was a photographer’s playground
outside, with the most breath-taking scenery
I’ve ever seen, I attended all sessions. I gave a
presentation and was graciously presented with
a thank you award for attending.

I was lucky to be able to tag on some annual leave
to the trip. I explored the surrounding area,
San Francisco and Yosemite National Park. I also
visited The University of California in San Francisco,
where I had a wonderful day touring their print shop
and photographic studio. A special thanks to Mario
Carmona and Lisa Gee for welcoming me and for
treating me to my first real burrito!
It was also great to spend some time with my
good friend Andrew Scott (formally of Glasgow
Caledonian University) and his wife Lisa.
Should you have the opportunity to attend one
of these conferences, my advice would be GO!
Grasp the opportunity to hear how print is fairing
internationally. You may be surprised at how many
of the challenges we face in the UK are shared by
our international colleagues.
Stephen McCann, Head of The Photographic Unit,
University of Glasgow

ACUP+’s next conference will be at New Haven,
Connecticut (home of Yale University)
7 –11 April 2019. If you’d like represent our
network overseas, email Simon: chair@acpme.ac.uk

TITO
JACKSON
MOTOWN LEGEND
AND DPS
CUSTOMER MEETS
GAE FORBES’ TEAM
It was ‘Tito Time’ at the
University of Wolverhampton
Digital Print Services (DPS) as
the Motown musical legend
Tito Jackson swung by.
Tito, brother of Michael and a
member of the world-famous
band ‘The Jacksons’, has a link
to Wolverhampton through a
member of his management
team Lawson Slater.

of Jacksons’ merchandise
for their worldwide tours.

Jackson family and they do a very
good job for us.’

Tito popped in to pick up an
order of flyers advertising a free
download of ‘We Made It’, from
his album ‘Tito Time’, a song
he has penned about Wolves’
promotion season.
Tito says: ‘I first came to
Wolverhampton to catch up with
Lawson and I fell in love with the
city and just keep coming back.

For DPS, it was ‘I Want You Back’,
as Lawson is a long-term client
‘It was great to come and meet
of theirs and they are regularly
the people at the University,
called upon to print various items
they do the printing for all of the

 Joy Watson, DPS
receptionist and life-long fan
of The Jacksons, with Tito
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ADVERTISE

HERE
Our magazine is
delivered to 1,200
creative and print
professionals across
the UK HE/FE sector.
Ensure our readers are
best informed about
your company’s hottest
products and latest
news…
The next issue will
be published
December 2018.
Booking deadline:
22 October 2018.
Call 07872 417028
or contact
comms@acpme.ac.uk
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DATES FOR YOUR

DIARY
Executive Committee meetings

Your Board will be meeting on
21 & 22 August 2018. If you have
any topics you would like discussed
or suggestions, please send them to
Alison for inclusion at the meeting.
a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk
Scottish ACPME meetings
The date and venue of next meeting
is to be confirmed. Watch out for the
emails. All ACPME members are welcome.
For details contact Martin:
m.parker@rgu.ac.uk

WANT TO
BE IN THE

LIMELIGHT?
Read about others in
this issue and want to
tell the world about
what you do, what your
team is working on…?
Give Darren a holler:
comms@acpme.ac.uk
Remember that units
come in all shapes and
sizes. You don’t need to
have monster presses
or huge teams to
feature. There’ll be other
teams similar to yours
within the membership,
keen to hear what you
have to say and to hear
how you’re tackling
challenges.

KNOW US, LIKE US

FOLLOW US
Follow ACPME on social
media to see what’s going
on, what we’re planning
and how to be involved:

/acpme.ac.uk
@acpme_uk

2019 ACPME Annual Conference
Carden Park, Cheshire
2–5 June 2019
Enjoyed Norwich and can’t wait for more
or are thinking of conference for the first
time? Whichever way – book early to
avoid disappointment.

They’re a great way to hear what others
are doing and to network with like-minded
members facing similar challenges.
If you have an idea for a SIG meeting and/
or would like to host an event please
email Alison: a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk
Trade events
Why not join us at one of these trade
shows. Email the membership if you
are planning to attend and meet up for
a chat and a coffee.

Skyline – the University of Brighton
Rescheduled date tbc
Lorna and her team will be rescheduling
this Special Interest Day. There was
considerable interest. Please get in touch
with Lorna if you’d like to attend:
L.Mckanna-Maulkin@brighton.ac.uk
Pick up the baton and give hosting
a SIG a go – you just need to be prepared
to table a discussion or present briefly on
any aspect of desgn, photography, video
or print.
It will showcase your university and get
you known to the group.
Some costs will be covered by ACPME.
This could include third-party
specialist training.

CHAIR SIMON HAMPTON-MATTHEWS

JUSTIN GOUGH

University of the West of England

Birmingham City University

0117 328 4673

0121 331 7758

simon.hampton-matthews@uwe.ac.uk

justin.gough@bcu.ac.uk

VICE CHAIR JANINE BARRACLOUGH

IAN HICKMAN

University of Sheffield

University of Leicester

0114 222 4007

0116 223 1515

j.l.barraclough@sheffield.ac.uk

imh3@leicester.ac.uk

SECRETARY ALISON FREER

STEPHEN MCCANN

Loughborough University

University of Glasgow

The Print Show
www.theprintshow.co.uk
18–20 September 2018
Telford International Centre

01509 222190

0141 330 3116

a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk

Stephen.McCann@glasgow.ac.uk

TREASURER STEVE REDDING

LORNA MCKANNA-MAULKIN

Showcasing your work

SOAS, University of London

University of Brighton

020 7898 4066

01273 642790

sr54@SOAS.AC.UK

L.Mckanna-Maulkin@brighton.ac.uk

ACPME SCOTTISH CHAIR
MARTIN PARKER

IAN WILCOX

Robert Gordon University

023 8033 4645

01224 262942

i.wilcox@soton.ac.uk

Remember ACPME Awards span a whole
year. Start thinking about your next
submissions now.
Your opportunity to travel

Special Interest Group meetings

YOUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Every year, ACPME sends a member to
ACUP’s conference and another member
to NIPPA’s conference. If you’d like to
travel and are keen to represent our
network overseas in 2019, email Simon:
chair@acpme.ac.uk
To discover more about our partner
associations overseas visit:
www.acup-edu.org
and
www.nippa.com.au

University of Southampton

m.parker@rgu.ac.uk

Administrator / conference organiser

Communications officer

JENNIE MORT

DARREN LEWIS

admin@acpme.ac.uk

comms@acpme.ac.uk

01527 893675

07872 417028
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